
Chapter 4.Chapter 4.  Atomic SpectroscopyAtomic Spectroscopy

Hartree Hartree Approximation (mean field approximation) -  Approximation (mean field approximation) -  electron-electron-
electron repulsion is replaced with average mean field potential.electron repulsion is replaced with average mean field potential.
Many electron system is described in terms of hydrogen-like singleMany electron system is described in terms of hydrogen-like single
electron states.electron states.

l, m, sl, m, s  ::  angular momentum, magnetic momentum (angular momentum, magnetic momentum (z-component z-component ofof  l),l),
and spin quantum numbers of a single electronand spin quantum numbers of a single electron

Orbital: specified by Orbital: specified by n n and and ll

L, M, S L, M, S : quantum numbers for sum over all the electrons: quantum numbers for sum over all the electrons

nn  : principal quantum number (shell): principal quantum number (shell)

Configuration - Assignment of electrons toConfiguration - Assignment of electrons to orbitals orbitals



Term Symbol:Term Symbol:
2S+12S+1

JJ

G4
F3
D2
P1
S0L =L =

JJ: Quantum number for: Quantum number for
sum of sum of LL and  and SS

Possible combinations of angular Possible combinations of angular momenta momenta and term symbols for twoand term symbols for two
equivalent equivalent pp electrons. electrons.



HundHund’’s s rulesrules

(i)(i) Of the terms arising from equivalent electrons, those with theOf the terms arising from equivalent electrons, those with the
highest multiplicity lie the lowest in energy.highest multiplicity lie the lowest in energy.

(ii)(ii) Of these, the lowest is that with the highest value of Of these, the lowest is that with the highest value of LL..

LandeLande’’s s interval ruleinterval rule

For less than half-filled For less than half-filled orbitalsorbitals, smaller , smaller JJ has lower energy. has lower energy.
For more than half-filled For more than half-filled orbitalsorbitals, larger , larger JJ has lower energy. has lower energy.

Selection rulesSelection rules



LaporteLaporte’’s s RuleRule

This is due to the fact that the transition dipole vector has oddThis is due to the fact that the transition dipole vector has odd
inversion symmetry and that the sum of inversion symmetry and that the sum of lli i dtermines dtermines thethe
inversion symmetry of the inversion symmetry of the eigenstateeigenstate..

Examples of Atomic SpectraExamples of Atomic Spectra

1.1. Alkali metal atoms (Li,Na, K, Alkali metal atoms (Li,Na, K, RbRb, Cs) - , Cs) - (Closed shell)(Closed shell)nsns11

Emission has  at least three series in the visible region.Emission has  at least three series in the visible region.

((                              is forbidden because ofis forbidden because of
LaporteLaporte’’s s rule)rule)



The principal series inThe principal series in  the sodium atom (Na)the sodium atom (Na)

n=3n=3: Sodium D lines: 589.592 nm, 588.995 nm: Sodium D lines: 589.592 nm, 588.995 nm

Hydrogen atomHydrogen atom
Ground state (  Ground state (                ) :) :

Excited states (Excited states (                                                                ):):

Helium atomHelium atom

Ground state configuration:Ground state configuration: Ground state term:Ground state term:

Excited state configurations:Excited state configurations:

Excited state terms:Excited state terms: SingletsSinglets

TripletsTriplets


